Warning Instructions must be read before installation

1. All Ideal Shield Goal Post are shipped in 3 piece sections.

2. All measurements are inside dimensions unless otherwise specified

3. Lay vertical pieces on the floor at specified length.

4. Place horizontal piece into vertical. Bolts at each end of horizontal rail must be backed out 1 ½” to lock system in place. After backing out bolts, replace plastic end caps at top of the vertical pieces.

5. Recommended core depth is a minimum depth of 24”. If using a steel floor sleeve (to make unit removable) core a 10” hole the depth of your steel core sleeve ordered. Set steel floor sleeve and allow concrete to cure.

6. After steel floor sleeves have cured, lift railing up with forklift and slowly drop unit into place. Have a person at each post to steady goalpost into place as your slowly lower goalpost.
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